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Why a Majority of Accounting and Tax
Professionals Use Web Portals
With the exchange of digital documents and security concerns on the rise, those
who have not yet adopted this technology will get onboard in the next 12 to 24
months, driving the 75 percent up closer to a 90 percent adoption rate in the
profession.
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According to the 3rd Annual Accounting Firm Operations and Technology Survey,
Web portal use among accounting, tax and bookkeeping professionals has grown
signi�cantly, jumping from 52 percent in 2014 to over 75 percent today.

With the exchange of digital documents and security concerns on the rise, those who
have not yet adopted this technology will get onboard in the next 12 to 24 months,
driving the 75 percent up closer to a 90 percent adoption rate in the profession.

Clients expect information be available when they need it, regardless of where they
are and with no regard for your �rm’s digital capabilities. To meet those demands
and most importantly, to deliver or exchange documents in a secure manner,
accountants and tax professionals have caught on to the value of Web portals. For
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those who have not yet adopted Web portal technology, regular email will not
suf�ce; it does not provide adequate security when transferring documents.

Two major functions of Web portals

Web portals are used to exchange �les and to post �les for access and recovery at a
future date. Exchanging �les may include sending QuickBooks backup �les back and
forth, or engagement letters needing to be signed. Using a Web portal for these
matters allows the �rm to set retention parameters on the documents being
exchanged. For the exchange of QuickBooks backup �les, there may be a 30-day
retention period set. When posting �nancial statements or tax returns in the client’s
Web portal, you might set retention timeline of three to four years, ensuring when
�les are needed into the future, they can be easily accessed by the client or �rm.

Once a Web portal is set up, one of the few places where �rm’s run into trouble is
when they do not allow the client to manage their own password. If clients are
having trouble with login, giving them the ability to change their password helps to
ensure they are not calling the accountant for an administrative task such as
password help.

Required features of Web portals

There are several required features when shopping for Web portal technology.
Investigate Web portal technology to ensure it has the following features:

Usage of the Web portal needs to be simple. Clients need to easily be able to upload
and download documents or they will not use it.
There needs to be access to multiple entities from one login. (i.e. individual,
corporation, their trust funds.)
The accountant or tax professional must have the ability to assign different levels
of access to owners and employees of the client. For example, an owner may have
access to their own personal records, the company and trust fund records where as
the employees may only have access to the company’s records.
Auto-noti�cation sent to the accounting �rm or the client when a document is
posted by the other party.

###

Don Emery, CPA, CA is Doc.It’s Director of Client Solutions. Doc.It provides
document management, work�ow and document storage software for accounting
�rms. Don leads the North America business development team. He provides
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implementation consulting services to clients and assists clients with various issues.
Don joined Doc.It in 2009 as an Implementation Specialist and was named Director
of Client Solutions in 2012.
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